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MV-O2TDPT-IZ30
Thermal Network Hybrid
Speed Dome Camera

Empower
System Overview
Featuring a dual lens speed dome camera, this series provides an all-in-one solution that is
especially beneﬁcial for long diﬆance video sur veillance in outdoor applications. Together with
MicroView Thermal and Starlight technology, the camera’s long range capabilities are able to be
utilized even at night. The series combines one thermal camera for monitoring in total darkness and
one camera with Starlight functionality and a motorized lens for conﬁrming details up close.

Features

640x512 VOx uncooled thermal sensor technology
Athermalized Lens(thermal), Focus-free

1/1.9” 2Megapixel progressive scan Sony CMOS
Powerful 30x optical zoom
Support temperature measurement
Support ﬁre detection & alarm
Max 240°/s pan speed, 360° endless pan rotation
Up to 300 presets, 5 auto scan, 8 tour, 5 pattern
7/2 alarm in/out

Functions

Micro SD memory, IP66

Uncooled Vox Technology
MicroView thermal cameras use uncooled Vox sensor technology. Their small size and better performance make them a coﬆ-eﬀective solution for thermal
security.
High Sensitivity
High thermal sensitivity (<40mK) allows cameras to capture more image details and temperature diﬀerence information.
Fire Detection & Alarm
With built-in ﬁre detection functionality, the camera has the ability to detect ﬁres from long range. Because thermal cameras are sensitive to temperature, they
provide higher ﬁre detection accuracy than ﬆandard cameras, making them particularly ﬁt for applications such as foreﬆ ﬁre prevention.
Temperature Measurement
MicroView thermal cameras (-T models) provide remote temperature monitoring functionality with the ability to set temperature threshold alarms. Object
temperatures can be monitored in daytime or at night, making them ideal for usage in power plant or oil extraction applications where overheating can be
dangerous. When the temperature exceeds the set threshold, an alarm is triggered. The temperature range is between -40 °C to 550 °C (-40 °F to 1022 °F).
Intelligent Video Syﬆem (IVS)
IVS is a built-in video analytics algorithm that delivers intelligent functions to monitor a scene for tripwire violations, intrusion detection, and abandoned or
missing objects. A camera with IVS quickly and accurately responds to monitoring events in a speciﬁc area.
Auto-tracking
The camera supports auto-tracking. The tracking action can be triggered manually or automatically by deﬁned rules. Once rules are triggered, the camera can
zoom in and track the deﬁned target automatically.
Environmental
With a temperature range of -40 °C to +60 °C (-40 °F to +140 °F), the camera is designed for extreme temperature environments. Subjected and certiﬁed to
rigorous duﬆ and water immersion teﬆs, the IP67 rating makes it suitable for demanding outdoor applications.
Protection
The camera allows for ±15% input voltage tolerance, suitable for the moﬆ unﬆable conditions for out door applications. Its 6KV lightning rating provides
eﬀective protection for both the camera and its ﬆructure againﬆ lightning.
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Accessories
Included

PFA1 1 1
Mount Adapter

AC24V/3A
Power Supply

PFB303
Wall Mount

PFA1 40
Power Box

PFB300C
Ceiling Mount

PFA1 20
Junction Box

PFA1 50
Pole Mount

PFA1 51
Corner Mount

Optional
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Dimensions(mm/inch)

PFA1 1 1 +PFB300C

PFA1 1 1 +PFB303W+PFA1 20

PFA1 1 1 +PFB303W+PFA1 40

PFA1 1 1 +PFB303W+PFA1 50

PFA1 1 1 +PFB303W+PFA1 51

PFA1 1 1 +PFB303S

Ceiling Mount

Pole Mount

Junction Mount

Corner Mount

Power Box Mount

Parapet Mount
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